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Abstract
In the framework of the Left–Right twin Higgs (LRTH) model, we consider the constrains from the 
latest search for high-mass dilepton resonances at the LHC and find that the heavy neutral boson ZH
is excluded with mass below 2.76 TeV. Under these constrains, we study the Higgs–Gauge coupling 
production processes e+e− → ZH , e+e− → νeν¯eH and e+e− → e+e−H , top quark Yukawa cou-
pling production process e+e− → t t¯H , Higgs self-couplings production processes e+e− → ZHH and 
e+e− → νeν¯eHH at e+e− colliders. Besides, we study the major decay modes of the Higgs boson, namely 
h → f f¯ (f = b, c, τ ), VV ∗(V = W, Z), gg, γ γ . We find that the LRTH effects are sizable so that the Higgs 
boson processes at e+e− collider can be a sensitive probe for the LRTH model.
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license 
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). Funded by SCOAP3.
1. Introduction
The hunt for Higgs bosons is one of the most important goals at the Large Hadron Collider 
(LHC). On the 4th of July 2012, CERN announced that both the ATLAS [1] and CMS [2] exper-
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With the growingly accumulated date, the properties of this particle are consistent with those 
of Higgs boson predicted by the Standard Model (SM) [3,4]. Though the LHC offers obvious 
advantages in proving very high energy and very large rates in typical reactions, the measur-
ing precision will be restricted due to the complicated background. However, the most precise 
measurements will be performed in the clean environment of the future e+e− colliders, like the 
International Linear Collider (ILC) [5].
It is well known, the main production processes of the Higgs boson in e+e− collisions are 
the Higgs-strahlung process e+e− → ZH and the WW fusion process e+e− → νeν¯eH . The 
cross section for the Higgs-strahlung process is dominant at the low energy. For 
√
s ≥ 500 GeV, 
the cross section for the WW fusion is dominant. The cross section for the ZZ fusion process 
e+e− → e+e−H increases significantly with the center-of-mass (c.m.) energy increasing, and 
can exceed that of ZH production around 1 TeV. These three processes can be well used to test 
the Higgs–Gauge couplings.
The large top quark Yukawa coupling is speculated to be sensitive to new physics, it can be 
studied through the associated production of Higgs boson with top quark pairs e+e− → t t¯H
at the ILC. This study will play an important role for precision measurements of the top quark 
Yukawa coupling. In addition, the Higgs self-coupling is the key ingredient of the Higgs potential 
and their measurement is indispensable for understanding the electroweak symmetry breaking. 
The Higgs self-coupling can be studied through the double Higgs boson production processes 
e+e− → ZHH and e+e− → νeν¯eHH at the ILC. And many relevant works mentioned above 
have been extensively studied in the context of the SM [6] and some new physics models [7–9].
As an extension of the SM, the Left–Right twin Higgs (LRTH) model has been proposed as 
an alternative solution to the little hierarchy problem [10,11]. The idea of twin Higgs similar to 
that of little Higgs, in that the SM-like Higgs emerges as a pseudo-Goldstone boson [12]. The 
twin Higgs mechanism can be implemented in LRTH model with the discrete symmetry being 
identified with left–right symmetry. The phenomenology of the LRTH model has been studied in 
Refs. [13–17]. In the LRTH model, some new particles are predicted and some SM couplings are 
modified so that the Higgs properties may deviate from the SM Higgs boson. So the Higgs boson 
processes are ideal ways to probe the LRTH model at the e+e− colliders. In this paper, we mainly 
study the Higgs boson production processes e+e− → ZH , e+e− → νeν¯eH , e+e− → e+e−H , 
e+e− → t t¯H , e+e− → ZHH and e+e− → νeν¯eHH . Besides, we consider the major decay 
modes of the Higgs boson h → f f¯ (f = b, c, τ ), VV ∗(V = W, Z), gg, γ γ in the LRTH model.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we briefly review the basic content of the 
LRTH model related to our work. In Section 3 and Section 4 we respectively investigate the 
Higgs boson production and decay processes, and give the numerical results and discussions. 
Finally, we give a short conclusion in Section 5.
2. A brief review of the LRTH model
Here we will briefly review the ingredients which are relevant to our calculations, and a de-
tailed description of the LRTH model can be found in Ref. [13]. The LRTH model introduces 
the heavy gauge bosons W±H and ZH , the extra Higgs bosons φ0 and φ±, and the top quark 
partner T . The masses of theses particles are given by:
M2W =
1
g2(fˆ 2 + f 2 cos2 x), (1)H 2
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(3)
M2T =
1
2
(M2 + y2f 2 + Nt), (4)
where g = e/SW , g′ = e/√cos 2θW , SW = sin θW , θW is the Weinberg angle, x = v/(
√
2f ) with 
v is the electroweak scale, Nt =
√
(y2f 2 + M2)2 − y4f 4 sin2 2x and the mass parameter M is 
the mixing between the SM top quark and its partner T . The Higgs vacuum expectation values 
(VEVs) f , fˆ will be bounded by electroweak precision measurements. If we set v = 246 GeV, 
f and fˆ will be interconnected. In addition, the top Yukawa coupling will also be of order one 
if MT ≤ f and the parameter y is of order one. The expression forms of the couplings related to 
our calculations are given as follows [13,18]:
gtT¯ ZL =
eCLSL
2CWSW
, gtT¯ ZR =
ef 2x2SWCRSR
2fˆ 2C3W
; (5)
g
tT¯ ZH
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eCLSLSW
2CW
√
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, g
tT¯ ZH
R = −
eCRSRCW
2SW
√
cos 2θW
; (6)
g
ZH e
+e−
L =
eSW
2CW
√
cos 2θW
, g
ZH e
+e−
R =
e(1 − 3 cos 2θW )
4SWCW
√
cos 2θW
; (7)
VZν¯eνe =
eγμPL
2CWSW
, VZH ν¯eνe =
eSWγμPL
2CW cos 2θW
; (8)
VZHμZHνH = −
e2f x√
2C2WS
2
W
gμν, VZμZHν H =
e2f x√
2C2W
√
cos 2θW
gμν; (9)
Vtt¯φ0 = −
iy√
2
SLSR, Vtt¯H = −emtCLCR2mWSW ; (10)
VtT¯ H = −
y√
2
[(CLSR + SLCRx)PL + (CLSRx + SLCR)PR]; (11)
Vφ0ZμH =
iexp3μ
6SWCW
, Vφ0ZHμH =
iex[(14 − 17S2W)p2μ − (4 − S2Wp1μ)]
18SWCW cos 2θW
; (12)
VZμZHν HH =
e2
C2W cos 2θW
gμν, VZHμZHνHH = −
e2
C2WS
2
W
gμν; (13)
where
SL = 1√
2
√
1 − (y2f 2 cos 2x + M2)/Nt , CL =
√
1 − S2L; (14)
SR = 1√
2
√
1 − (y2f 2 cos 2x − M2)/Nt , CR =
√
1 − S2R. (15)
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The masses (in GeV) of mT , mZH and mφ0 used in this paper.
f (GeV) 800 900 1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 1500
mT (M = 0) 783.1 885.5 987.5 1089.2 1190.7 1291.9 1393.0 1494.0
mT (M = 150) 809.8 908.5 1007.4 1106.6 1206.0 1305.4 1404.9 1504.5
mZH (M = 0) 2307.9 2676.3 3038.5 3396.0 3750.0 4100.9 4449.6 4796.4
mZH (M = 150) 2403.0 2761.3 3115.1 3465.5 3813.3 4159.1 4503.2 4845.9
m
φ0 (M = 0) 113.4 115.2 116.4 117.4 118.1 118.7 119.2 119.5
m
φ0 (M = 150) 115.7 117.0 117.9 118.6 119.2 119.6 119.9 120.2
3. Higgs productions in the LRTH model at e+e− colliders
In this section, we will study the contributions of the LRTH model to three different types of 
Higgs boson production processes at e+e− colliders separately. In our calculations, the SM input 
parameters are taken from Ref. [19]. We take the SM-like Higgs mass as mH = 125 GeV. The 
LRTH parameters involved in the amplitudes are the breaking scale f , the masses mT , mZH , 
mφ0 and the mixing parameter M . The masses mT , mZH and mφ0 are correlated to f and M , and 
parts of their values are listed in Table 1. The value of the mixing parameter M is constrained by 
the Z → bb¯ branching ratio and oblique parameters [13]. In our analysis, we take small M and 
pick two typical values of M = 0 and M = 150.
Recently, the ATLAS Collaboration presented the results that a narrow resonance with SM Z
couplings to fermions is excluded at 95% C.L. for masses less than 2.79 TeV in the dielectron 
channel, 2.53 TeV in the dimuon channel, and 2.90 TeV in the two channels combined [20]. And 
presented the limit on a Grand-Unification model based on the E6 gauge group, a spin-2 graviton 
excitation from Randall–Sundrum models, etc. The same thing has also been explored by the 
CMS Collaboration and a sequential SM Z′ resonance lighter than 2.59 TeV [21] is excluded at 
95% C.L.
In order to constrain the mass of ZH from the LRTH model, we show the observed and 
expected 95% C.L. exclusion limits on σ(qq¯ → ZH) × Br(ZH → l+l−) (where l = e or μ) as a 
function of mZH at the LHC in Fig. 1, where the observed and expected exclusion limits come 
from Ref. [20]. We have checked the production process qq¯ → ZH and the decay ZH → l+l−, 
and found that our results were consistent with those in Ref. [13]. From Fig. 1, we can see that 
the limits on the mZH are insensitive to M . In two cases, the mZH are both required to be larger 
than 2.76 TeV, this is corresponding to the scale f > 920 GeV for M = 0 and f > 900 GeV for 
M = 150, which are much stronger than the constraints from the LHC Higgs data [22].
Meanwhile, there are many searches on the heavy top partners have been performed by both 
ATLAS [23,24] and CMS [25,26] Collaborations. The results show that T quarks with masses 
below 745 GeV are excluded at 95% C.L. for exclusive decays of T → tH . For different decay 
modes of the T quark, the resulting mass limits range from 697 GeV, for Br(T → tZ) = 20%
and Br(T → bW) = 80%, to 782 GeV for Br(T → tZ) = 100%. However, the top quark partner
T in the LRTH model can decay into bφ+, bW , tH , tZ and tφ0, and more than 70% of heavy 
top decays via T → bφ+. The branching ratios of the other decays modes are suppressed since 
the relevant couplings are suppressed by at least one power of M/f . In the limit M = 0, the 
only two body decay mode is T → bφ+ with a branching ratio of 100% [13]. Thus, the current 
constraint on the top partner will be relaxed in the LRTH model. In addition, we have checked 
that the limit of the scale f > 900 GeV satisfies the limit from the searches of T quark.
204 J. Han et al. / Nuclear Physics B 896 (2015) 200–211Fig. 1. σ(qq¯ → ZH ) × Br(ZH → l+l−) (where l = e or μ) as a function of mZH at 95% C.L. observed and expected 
data at the LHC for M = 0 (a) and M = 150 (b) in the LRTH model.
Fig. 2. Lowest-order Feynman diagrams for e+e− → ZH (a), e+e− → νeν¯eH (b, c) and e+e− → e+e−H (d, e).
3.1. Higgs–Gauge coupling
In the LRTH model, the lowest-order Feynman diagrams of the processes e+e− → ZH , 
e+e− → νeν¯eH and e+e− → e+e−H are shown in Fig. 2. In comparison with the SM, we 
can see that the tree-level Feynman diagrams of these processes in the LRTH model receive the 
additional contributions arising from the heavy gauge boson ZH .
In Fig. 3(a), we show the production cross section σ of the three processes as functions of 
the c.m. energy 
√
s for the scale f = 1000 GeV in the LRTH model. We can see that the Higgs 
strahlung process e+e− → ZH attains its maximum at 240–250 GeV, the cross section for ZH
process is in proportion to 1/s and dominates the fusion process at the low energies. While the 
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√
s for f = 1000 GeV (a) and the relative correction 
δσ/σ SM versus the scale f for 
√
s = 500 GeV (b) in the LRTH model.
cross section for e+e− → νeν¯eH rises as log(s/m2H ) and dominates at high energies. The νeν¯eH
and e+e−H production cross sections increase with the c.m. energy and can respectively take 
over that of the ZH process at 
√
s ≥ 500 GeV and √s ≥ 900 GeV, where the cross section for 
the process e+e−H is suppressed by an order of magnitude compared with the process νeν¯eH .
In Fig. 3(b), we show the relative correction δσ/σ SM of the three production channels as 
functions of the scale f for 
√
s = 500 GeV, respectively, where δσ is defined as δσ = σ LRTH −
σ SM . We can see that the values of the relative corrections decrease with the scale f increasing, 
which indicates that the effects of the LRTH model will decouple at the high scale f . In the same 
parameter space, the three curves also demonstrate the process e+e− → ZH has the largest 
relative correction, which can maximally reach 5.3% when the scale f is as low as 900 GeV.
For the process e+e− → ZH , the 250 (500) GeV run of the ILC can measure the cross section 
to a relative accuracy of 2.5 (3.0)% at 250 (500) fb−1 [27,28]. In addition, an even more remark-
able precision of 0.4% may be achieved at the recently proposed Triple-Large Electron–Positron 
Collider (TLEP) [29], which is a new circular e+e− collider operated at √s = 240 GeV with 
104 fb−1 integrated luminosity. For the process e+e− → νeν¯eH , the ILC can measure this cross 
section times the branching fraction to bb¯ to a statistical accuracy of about 0.6% at 500 GeV 
with an integrated luminosity of 500 fb−1 [27,28]. For the process e+e− → e+e−H , we can see 
that the relative correction to the cross section of this process is very small in the LRTH model. 
Meanwhile, such a process is dominated by the huge SM backgrounds at the ILC. So we can 
conclude that it is not promising to observe the LRTH effects through e+e− → e+e−H , as a 
comparison with e+e− → ZH at the ILC.
3.2. Top quark Yukawa coupling
The relevant tree-level Feynman diagrams of the process e+e− → t t¯H in the LRTH model 
are shown in Fig. 4. Comparing with the SM, we can see that there are additional diagrams me-
diated by the heavy gauge boson ZH , the heavy T -quark and the pseudo-scalar φ0 in the LRTH 
model. Although a contribution can also come from the pseudo-scalar φ0, such a contribution is 
relatively small since the φ0t t¯ coupling is suppressed by the factor (M4/f 4).
In Fig. 5(a), we show the production cross section σ as functions of the c.m. energy √s in 
the LRTH model. We take f = 1000 GeV and M = 0, 150 GeV as examples. Since the process 
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Fig. 5. The production cross section σ versus the c.m. energy 
√
s (a) and the relative correction δσ/σ SM versus the scale 
f for 
√
s = 1000 GeV (b) in the LRTH model.
proceeds mainly through the s-channel, we can see that the cross section resonance emerges 
when mZH approaches the 
√
s. For the same scale f , the resonance peak for case M = 0 is 
smaller than that for case M = 150 GeV. However, the detection for such resonance effect is 
beyond the reach of the ILC, this could be accessed later by a multi-TEV e+e− collider [30]. 
In Fig. 5(b), we show the relative correction δσ/σ SM of the process e+e− → t t¯H as functions 
of the scale f for M = 0, 150 GeV at the ILC. We can see that the deviation is positive for 
M = 0 and the deviation is negative for M = 150 GeV. When the scale f ranges from 900 GeV 
to 1500 GeV, the value of relative correction is less than 2.4%.
At the ILC, the 10% accuracy expected at 
√
s = 500 GeV can be significantly improved by the 
data taken at 1000 GeV due to the larger cross section and the less background from e+e− → t t¯ . 
Fast simulations at 
√
s = 800 GeV showed that we would be able to determine the top Yukawa 
coupling to 6% for mH = 120 GeV, given an integrated luminosity of 1000 fb−1 and residual 
background uncertainty of 5% [31]. Full simulations just recently completed by SiD and ILD 
showed that the top Yukawa coupling could indeed be measured to a statistical precision of 4.3% 
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Fig. 7. Lowest-order Feynman diagrams for e+e− → νeν¯eHH .
for mH = 125 GeV with √s = 1000 GeV and the integrated luminosity of 1000 fb−1 [32]. By 
this token, we can see that the t t¯H production channel will be hard to be observed at the ILC.
3.3. Higgs self-coupling
In e+e− collisions, the main triple Higgs boson coupling can be studied through the produc-
tion channels of double Higgs-strahlung off Z bosons (e+e− → ZHH , for √s = 500 GeV) and 
double Higgs fusion (e+e− → νeν¯eHH , for √s ≥ 1 TeV). In the LRTH model, the relevant 
Feynman diagrams are shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7, respectively. In Fig. 8, we show the cross sec-
tions of the e+e− → ZHH and e+e− → νeν¯eHH as functions of √s in the SM and the LRTH 
model for the scale f = 1000 GeV. We can see that the cross section for the former process dom-
inates at the low energies, while that for the latter process dominates at high energies, and they 
have a similar trend in the SM and the LRTH model. Since the Higgs self-coupling in the LRTH 
model is quite different from the SM, the values of cross sections in the LRTH model are much 
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√
s for f = 1000 GeV in the LRTH model.
larger than the SM. The recent studies suggest that a precision of 50% for the HHH coupling 
can be obtained through pp → HH → bbγ γ at the HL-LHC with an integrated luminosity of 
3000 fb−1 [33,34], and may be further improved to be around 13% at the ILC with collision 
energy up to 1 TeV [33]. So, the effects of the LRTH model on these two processes should be 
observed at the ILC.
4. Higgs decay in the LRTH model
In order to provide more information for probing the LRTH model, we also give the effect 
on the Higgs decay. In the LRTH model, the major decay modes of the Higgs boson are h →
f f¯ (f = b, c, τ ), VV ∗(V = W, Z), gg, γ γ , where W ∗/Z∗ denoting the off-shell charged or 
neutral electroweak gauge bosons. For h → gg decay, the LRTH model can give corrections via 
the coupling ht t¯ and the heavy top quark loops. For h → γ γ decay, the T -quark, WH boson and 
φ± boson loops can provide the additional contributions simultaneously. By contrast, other decay 
models are less affected by the LRTH effect. In our calculations, the corresponding expressions 
of decay widths can be found in Refs. [22,35], the relative correction of the decay branching ratio 
is defined by
R = (BRLRTH − BRSM)/BRSM (16)
In Fig. 9, we show the relative correction R as functions of the scale f for M = 0, 150 GeV in 
the LRTH model. We can see that the deviation from the SM prediction for h → gg and h → γ γ
decay models decrease and finally reduce to the SM results with the increasing f . The value 
of relative correction R for M = 150 is larger than M = 0 and the correction Rgg can reach 
−8.9%. The expected accuracies at the ILC for the branching ratios of h → gg are 4.0% (2.9%) 
for 
√
s = 500 (1000) GeV [27], so that the decay mode of h → gg might be detected.
5. Conclusion
In this paper, we investigated the three types of Higgs bosons production processes at e+e−
colliders under the current LHC constraints as follows: (i) For the Higgs–Gauge coupling pro-
duction, we studied the processes e+e− → ZH , e+e− → νeν¯eH and e+e− → e+e−H . In the 
allowed parameter space, we found that the processes e+e− → ZH and e+e− → νeν¯eH might 
J. Han et al. / Nuclear Physics B 896 (2015) 200–211 209Fig. 9. The relative correction R as a function of the scale f for M = 0, 150 GeV in the LRTH model, respectively.
approach the observable threshold of the ILC. (ii) For the top quark Yukawa coupling production 
process e+e− → t t¯H , we found that the deviation of the cross section from the SM prediction 
is lower than 2% in a large part of allowed parameter space so that the effect will be difficult 
to be observed at the ILC. (iii) For the Higgs self-coupling production, we studied the processes 
e+e− → ZHH and e+e− → νeν¯eHH . We found that the cross sections can be enhanced greatly 
compared to the SM predictions and these effects may be observable at the ILC. Besides, we also 
investigated the impact of the LRTH model on the Higgs decay and found that the decay h → gg
had an obvious deviation from the SM prediction.
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